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UNIT 2

n college, it is assumed you’re taking notes over readings and activities 
during class because writing things down helps you remember them, 
especially if you’re a visual learner. College tests cover much more ma-
terial (often three or more chapters) than exams in high school (often 
only one chapter or section). You cannot expect yourself to remember 
information from a class lecture that took place a month ago if you 
only listened. Another reason notes are so important in college: they 
are great reference tools. You can go back and review the recorded 
information from your notes, but if you just listen in class, you have 
nothing to refer to. Also, your notes will often contain information that 
will be necessary to know for a test, presentation, paper, or project. 
Finally, taking notes keeps you active during the class. You’ll be more 
focused and engaged and less prone to distractions and a loss of con-
centration. Research shows that the better your notes, the better you 
do in the course. Taking notes is a surefire way to indicate to yourself 
that you want to pass a course.

Annotating, or taking 
notes while you read, is 
discussed specifically in 
Chapter 6.

7Chapter

Note-Taking 
Strategies

I

Before you read this chapter, reflect on the following:

1. For which classes do you take the best notes? Why is that?

2. For what classes or what kinds of material do you need a different approach?

3. Which of the following techniques can you begin using this semester to help
you?

These questions will 
help you plan your learn-
ing, an important part of 
metacognition.
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When to Take Notes
While there are times you should be taking notes outside of class, most stu-
dents think they know when to take notes during class: when the instructor 
writes on the board. However, passively copying only what the instructor 
writes on the board onto paper is not effective. Taking notes requires active 
thinking and listening. Besides, there are many other times throughout class 
when you should be writing down important information. Here are some ad-
ditional times you should be taking notes.

Class Discussions 

Note instructors’ questions as they lead class discussions. Your classmates’ 
responses and instructors’ comments on those responses should also be 
written down. They’ll likely appear on a quiz or test or will be expected to be 
addressed in an assigned essay.

Student-Led Presentations
Instructors try various methods to present information to students. 
Sometimes they assign students to present the information to each other 
in order for students to practice communication skills and to meet learning 
goals for the course. Often during peer presentations, other students do not 
take notes because the information is not directly coming from the instruc-
tor. However, think like the instructor. Why is he devoting valuable class 
time to student presentations? What does he want you to learn from the 
activity? Consider these questions and use the answers to guide your note 
taking during peer-led presentations. Add to your notes anything the instruc-
tor asks the group or adds to their presentation.

Group or Paired Activities
As with student-led presentations, many students erroneously assume that 
group work or activities aren’t note-worthy. If an instructor spends valuable 
class time to work in pairs or groups, you should include the information or 
experiences from these efforts in your notes. Don’t just take notes to report 
back. Take notes as the activity is discussed or analyzed, too.

Explanations of Assignments
Often, you’re presented with an assignment sheet for important projects or 
papers. While the instructor discusses the assignment, make notes in the 
margins of the assignment sheet, so you’ll have additional guidance when 
you begin work. When discussing an assignment, instructors often provide 
important tips and explanations based on past students’ performances, and 
this advice will be very helpful to you as you complete yours.
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Demonstrations
Don’t forget to have your notebook and pen ready for important informa-
tion the instructor points out during demonstrations. Just because you’re 
huddled around a lab table, car engine, or practice “dummy” doesn’t mean 
you shouldn’t bring along your note-taking supplies to write down questions, 
explanations, or tips. 

What to Take Notes On
Always begin your notes by writing down the date, class, and topic. By 
writing these things down, you’ll know when notes were presented. If your 
instructor puts an agenda on the board for each class, make sure you copy it 
down at the beginning of your notes for the day. Having the agenda within 
your class notes will be like having a table of contents for that day’s notes. 
Also, you’ll process the expectations of the class and be more focused on the 
class’s progression by knowing what to anticipate next. 

Most importantly, during class write down any information that SOARS 
above the rest. That’s anything that is 

Singled out,
On the board,
Asked,
Repeated, or
Stressed.

Singled Out
Your instructor will spend time addressing significant terms, processes, 
dates, events, or examples, which should signal to you that this information 
is important. When the instructor singles out information by devoting time 
to it as a topic, you should write it down. Conversely, when he or she men-
tions a word, name, or date in passing, that’s usually the instructor’s way of 
providing extra information, not core class content, so that information isn’t 
always necessary to write down. However, if time is spent singling out an 
idea for discussion or elaboration, then it is note-worthy.

On the Board 
This category not only includes board work, but also information projected 
from the computer or overhead. When the instructor spends time and/or 
energy presenting terms, diagrams, outlines, or other information on the 
board or overhead, you should write this information in your notes. Try to 
use the same formatting as your instructor since it may be a form of a visual 
organizer that can help you understand relationships between concepts. (For 
additional tips about taking notes over PowerPoints, see page 140.)

Information that’s singled 
out often can be put on 
flash cards, so when you 
review your notes after 
class, go ahead and make 
your flash cards. See page 
150 for tips on making 
and using flash cards.
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Asked

Write down questions posed by the instructor, those asked by classmates, 
and any questions that pop into your head while listening. Write down the 
answers as well. Make sure to follow up on any unanswered questions after 
class. Often, the questions posed by the instructor appear on future quizzes 
and tests. 

Repeated
Any terms or explanations repeated by the instructor should be noted. 
Listen for main ideas that are revisited as well. If time is spent reviewing a 
concept in class, this should signal its importance. Make note of what the 
instructor says about it. 

Stressed
Instructors rarely literally say “This is important!” Instead, it’s expected that 
you infer the significance through verbal and non-verbal cues. When the 
instructor pauses, changes her tone of voice, or varies her pace of words, 
she may be implying that the information is crucial. Also, watch for gestures 
she makes with her hands or arms, as well as any underlining or circling of 
items on the board. Make a note of the information the instructor is stress-
ing and why. 

Think like the instructor to write better notes. Instructors are charged with 
covering a large quantity of content in little time, so they must be efficient 
and clear. Consider how your instructor accomplishes this. What does she 
spend time and energy on? Making a handout? Creating a presentation? 
Defining important terms in class? Demonstrating a process? Get in the 
mind of your instructor by considering why she is presenting the informa-
tion to realize what is most important and what should be included in notes.
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How to Take Notes 
Do you find yourself writing down too much information? Do you not refer 
back to notes you’ve taken? If so, the problem may be that you’re not taking 
notes effectively. Follow these recommendations to make your notes more 
helpful. 

Before Class
Separate your class notes either by committing one notebook for each class 
or by using a large binder and keeping notes for each class under separate 
tabs.

Prepare yourself mentally by ridding your mind of any outside thoughts or 
distractions. When you walk through the classroom door, tell yourself that 
you’re leaving your emotional stressors outside the door until class is over so 
that you can concentrate.

Be physically prepared, as well. Get enough sleep the night before. Use 
the bathroom, have a small snack, or get a drink before class begins, so you 
won’t be distracted. Eating during class means you’re not concentrating fully 
on taking notes. 

It’s a good idea to review your notes from the previous class and annota-
tions you took while reading your textbook. If you’ve marked questions from 
homework, reading, or review, read over them so you’ll know what you need 
to ask your instructor to clarify.

Upon arriving to class, sit where you won’t be distracted. Don’t sit in lab 
near the guy who spends class time on Facebook. The temptation to watch 
what he is doing—rather than keep up with the instructor and your notes—
will be too great. You need to not just hear, but to listen and think about 
presented material in order to take good notes. Make sure you have all your 
necessary supplies. Get them out before class begins and start writing down 
the class, date, topic, and agenda.

During Class
To take good notes, you need to avoid distractions. Put your phone on silent 
and place it in your bag. Only keep on your desk what you need for taking 
notes. To stay focused, notice when your mind wanders and come back to 
the activity by writing down the topic the instructor is discussing at that 
point. Put a question mark in the margin where you drifted so that you can 
fill in your notes later.

While taking notes, it is important not only to consider what SOARS but 
also the layout of your notes. Make sure you don’t cover your entire note-
book paper with writing. Instead, leave white space on your paper. About 
two inches of white space on the side or bottom of your notes will allow 
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enough room for you to add additional information and questions when you 
review your notes. You can also put question marks in the unused white 
space when you don’t understand something, so you will remember to ask 
the instructor after class. As you take notes on the presented material, don’t 
forget to write down your own reactions or thoughts that arise as you listen. 
Were you surprised? Was something odd or funny? Did something remind 
you of a concept from another class or your real-world experience?

It’s nearly impossible to write down everything that’s said in a class period. 
It’s also entirely ineffective. Writing down only the information that SOARS 
above the rest will allow you to capture just the important information, but 
you might still need to be faster in your note taking. Therefore, don’t write 
concepts down word for word. Use short phrases instead of full sentences 
and paraphrase or summarize information. 

Abbreviating common words or phrases also helps capture more information 
rapidly. You can use common abbreviations or you can try omitting all the 
vowels of longer words to speed your note taking. Incorporating new abbre-
viations into your note taking will take some practice, but they soon become 
ingrained. Most importantly, devise a method that you will understand and 
use, so that you can move from focusing on how to take notes (method) to 
the ideas presented (content). See the following table for some common 
abbreviations. 

Abbreviation Longhand Abbreviation Longhand

ppl people aka
also known as, 
name changed

info information ex example

gov’t government @ at

natl national + or & and

diff different – decrease or less

thru through + increase or more

b/c because = equals, is, means

b/w between →
results in, leads to, 

caused

b4 before vs
against, as 
opposed to

w/ with ♀ woman

w/o without ♂ man

imp important ∆ change, transform

Mark the abbreviations 
you don’t use but could 
begin using this semester. 
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In addition to regularly using abbreviations and developing your own 
shorthand, there are several note-taking methods that you can use to help 
organize your notes. The informal outline, two column, and Cornell meth-
ods model well-tested patterns for note taking. In the following examples, 
the students are taking notes on the same class lecture in a biology class. 
Compare the format and content of these notes to see if you can determine 
the characteristics of each style. Don’t worry: you don’t need to know any-
thing about biology to be able to evaluate the notes.

Informal Outline
This informal outline method visually organizes the presented material by 
spacing information out on the page. Don’t underestimate the importance of 
visually organized notes, especially if you have a visual or kinesthetic learn-
ing style preference (see Chapter 1 for information about learning styles). 
You can “see” relationships between items and infer them without thinking 
about them once you’ve taken notes in this form. 

There are two advantages to notes taken in informal outline style. First, the 
method allows you to show relationships between ideas without spelling 
them out. How? Items of greater detail are placed underneath their larger 
group terms. Have a look at the note-taking example on the next page. You 
can tell that 1, 2, and 3 are all cell theories because they are all listed under 
the “CELL THEORY” heading. Also, the more to the right the item begins, 
the greater the level of specificity. While “TYPES OF CELLS” is a general 
term that lacks additional or detailed information, we can know that cells 
are divided by their functions, two of which are synthesis and reproduc-
tion, levels of details that are far from the left margin due to their level of 
specificity. 

Further, items of similar importance are spaced at the same distance from 
the left margin. “Membranes” and “Organelles” are equidistant from the 
left margin. That equal positioning indicates that they are also of the same 
relative importance. In comparison, the fact that membranes function like 
a wall with holes in it is a detail that’s not as important as knowing what 
organelles are and their basic functioning. Informal outlines convey these 
relationships succinctly without spelling them out in words.

The second characteristic of this note-taking method is the use of white 
space at the bottom of the page. Notes should be reviewed as soon as pos-
sible after class, and not more than 24 hours after the class ends. When 
reviewing notes, you need space to write down summaries, questions, and 
additional information you may have missed during class. You must leave 
space to allow for such reviews. Therefore, do not cover the entire page with 
information. As you take notes, leave the bottom third to quarter of the page 
blank for later comments and questions. Leaving space for review is critical, 
which is why all three methods discussed in this chapter require leaving 
white space.

Later in this chapter, you’ll 
find strategies for what to 
do when reviewing your 
notes. 
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Of course, the challenge of this note-taking method is writing in outline 
form, especially for an instructor who does not present the information in 
such a linear, clear format. However, the more you practice this format, the 
easier it will become. 

Informal Outline Example

4/18 Lecture: Cells

TYPES OF CELLS
 Many different kinds of cells
  Ex: single, multiple, animal, plant
 Diff. defined by cell structure and function
  Ex: reproduce, synthesize
CELL THEORY
 1. All living things made up of cells
 2. Cell=basic building block of life
 3. Cells come from other cells that already exist 
CELL PARTS
 1. Membranes
  No matter what kind, all cells have membrane
  Barrier btwn cell + outside enviro
   Like a wall w/holes select molecules can pass thru
 2. Organelles
  ???? 

* KNOW STRUCTURE—links on Sakai to online videos; will be 
on test
* Cells come from pre-existing cells—Where did THOSE 
original cells come from?
* Ask inst. about organelles b/c I don’t understand

Notes 
from 
class

Notes 
from 
review
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Two Column 
Another note-taking method is the two column design. Here, you fold the 
paper in half, making a crease down the center of the paper. You take notes 
only on the right side of the crease. When you review your notes, write a 
question on the blank left side that corresponds to the ideas on the right. 
In effect, you’ve created a self-test (page 151 in Chapter 8). You can easily 
quiz yourself by folding back the answers. Review the questions and when 
you need to check your responses, unfold the flap. 

Two Column Example

4/18 Lecture: Cells

What are 4 types of cells? TYPES OF CELLS
 Many different kinds of cells
 Ex: single, multiple, animal, 
  plant
 Diff. defined by cell structure 
  + function
 Ex: reproduce, synthesis

What are the 3 cell theories? CELL THEORY
 1.  All living things made up of 

cells
 2.  Cell=basic build. block of 

life
 3.  Cells come from other 

cells that already exist
What are the cell parts? CELL PARTS

 Membranes
  No matter what kind, all cells 

 have membrane
 Barrier btwn cell + outside
  Like wall w/holes select 

 molecules can pass thru
What are organelles? Organelles — ????

Study 
questions 
written 
during 
review

Notes 
from 
class
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Cornell Method
Unlike the informal outline method, the Cornell method of note taking 
does not use hanging indents or specific spacing to indicate relationships 
between concepts. However, the Cornell method does create sections 
designed for specific types of notes and reflection, as do the other two meth-
ods. The Cornell method of note taking, also called the T method, requires 
you to divide your note-taking paper into sections before you begin taking 
notes. To do this, draw a vertical line about two to three inches from the 
left-hand margin. Draw a horizontal line about three inches from the bottom 
of the page. Your paper should look something like the example below.

Cornell Method Example

4/18 Lecture: Cells
What are 4 types of cells? TYPES OF CELLS

 Many different kinds of cells
 Ex: single, multiple, animal, 
  plant
 Diff. defined by cell structure 
  + function
 Ex: reproduce, synthesis

What are the 3 cell theories? CELL THEORY
 1.  All living things made up of 

cells
 2.  Cell=basic build. block of 

life
 3.  Cells come from other 

cells that already exist
What are the cell parts? CELL PARTS

 Membranes
  No matter what kind, all cells 

 have membrane
 Barrier btwn cell + outside
  Like wall w/holes select 

 molecules can pass thru
What are organelles? Organelles — ????

  *KNOW STRUCTURE—links on Sakai to online 
videos; will be on test 
*Cells come from pre-existing cells—Where did 
THOSE original cells come from?

 *Ask inst. about organelles b/c I don’t understand

Notes

Questions

Summaries

How do the questions 
asked in the Cornell 
method vary from those 
asked when using the two 
column method? 
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Begin by writing your in-class notes into the larger right section (labeled 
“Notes” in the example). During and after class, write in the left quadrant 
any questions you have as you take notes or as you review them, such as 
ideas you don’t understand, questions posed by the instructor, and possible 
test questions. At the bottom, write summaries of the information as you 
review it. The notes contain the same information as the informal outline 
method and the two column notes, so you can easily compare and contrast 
the three note-taking methods.

After Class
Don’t just shove your notes in your bag at the end of class and forget 
about them. Before you rush out of the classroom door, consider doing the 
following:

 � Look over your notes to see if you need to clarify any of your abbrevia-
tions or ask any questions. Fill in gaps or talk to your instructor before 
you pack up and leave.

 � Write down the “muddiest point”—something you still don’t understand 
and need clarification on. Try to find clarification in your book or notes. 
If you can’t, ask your instructor.

 � Write a one-minute summary. Spend just a minute writing down what 
you learned from the class. 

After class, review notes immediately—and definitely within 24 hours—to 
commit the information to memory. Why should you look at your notes so 
soon after you’ve taken your notes? The information is still fresh in your 
mind but not exactly “learned” yet, so you have the opportunity to solidify 
that knowledge before you forget it by reviewing your notes within 24 hours. 
However, if you wait until before the test to study—which can be several 
days or weeks—those ideas will only be a fuzzy memory and will take much 
more work to learn. 

Many students don’t review their notes because they don’t know how. 
Staring at what you’ve written isn’t a good way to learn the information. Try 
these ideas, which appeal to several different learning style preferences. 

 � Color-code your notes by starring, highlighting, or underlining items of 
similar importance. For example, you may put dates in blue, processes 
in yellow, and key terms in a box. Items that might be on the test could 
get a star.

 � Try to identify four to five main points. Do this in the white space you 
left on the pages of your notes.

 � Share or compare notes with a classmate. 

Never allow a classmate 
to borrow your notebook! 
Go with the classmate to a 
photocopy machine while 
he makes copies. Your 
notes are too valuable to 
risk losing.
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 � Try to come up with two or three points or questions for class 
discussion.

 � Follow up with the instructor if you have questions.

 � Recite your notes or quiz yourself out loud.

A Few Tips on Taking Notes When They
Are Provided 
Instructors sometimes provide students with copies of lecture notes, 
PowerPoint slides, or other material that’s discussed in class. Some students 
make the mistake of equating these photocopies to their own set of notes. 
If you just rely on what’s already copied for you, you’re not gaining all of the 
benefits of active note taking, such as processing the information or remem-
bering what you’ve written. Having a written record of class information is 
just one benefit of note taking. 

If your instructor gives you the notes before class, write down explanations 
and points not written on the handouts. Try to identify the main points. 
Since the basic information is already written down for you, focus on un-
derstanding the relationships between the presented material and analyzing 
it. Also, focus on thinking critically. Ask, “How? Why? So what?” since the 
“Who?” and the “What?” are likely provided in the notes. Then, review these 
notes after class just as you would your own.

Conclusion
Learning to take good notes requires practice before it becomes habitual. 
Remember, the point of taking notes is not only to have an accurate record 
of information presented in class. The acts of selecting what information to 
include, deciding on a format, and actually writing the ideas on paper are 
important steps in learning the material and committing it to memory.

To improve upon your current method, think of note taking as a three-step 
process: preparing to take notes, writing down what SOARS in one of the 
three note-taking formats, and then reviewing your notes after class. Just 
as mastering note taking itself requires some practice, so too does learning 
how to make the most of the notes you’ve taken. All too often students stuff 
their notes in their bags at the end of class, forgetting about them until it’s 
time to add more information during the next class. However, reviewing 
your notes by writing questions, summaries, and comments in leftover white 
space within 24 hours of the class meeting is a critical step of the process. 
Begin practicing better note taking now so that you’ll have mastered a 
successful and reliable method by the time you enter higher-level, more 
difficult courses.

I should be taking notes 
on notes? Really?

Yes, really! It will allow 
you to process the infor-
mation better.

Record your goals for im-
proving your note-taking 
strategies on the track-
ing sheet on page 91 
for easy reference in the 
future.
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Note-Taking Troubleshooting
Problem Solution

Not knowing what to 
write down

• Review SOARS.

Writing longhand (in 
complete sentences)

• Use abbreviations.

• Summarize ideas.

• Paraphrase ideas.

Covering the entire 
page with writing

• Leave a blank space at the bottom or side of 
your notes for questions when you review your 
notes.

• Skip lines.

• Review the note-taking methods, such as 
informal outline, two column, and Cornell 
methods.

Not being able to keep 
up with the instructor

• Put a star in your notes when you get behind 
and move on with the instructor. After class, 
either get notes from a classmate or ask the 
instructor what you did not write down about 
that concept. 

• Use abbreviations.

• Practice taking notes in outline form.

Doodling in the 
margins or losing 

concentration

• Ask yourself why this material is important. If 
you don’t know, ask your instructor (in a polite 
and sincere tone, of course) why this material 
is important or how it fits into other concepts 
you’ve studied.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

Chapter 7

Note-Taking Strategies

UNIT 2

These questions will help you moni-
tor and evaluate your learning, two 
important parts of metacognition.

1. What are three reasons you should take notes?

2. Review the list of activities during which you should take notes (pages 130–131). During 
which of these activities do you usually fail to take notes?

3. What does SOARS mean? When should you use it?

4. What abbreviations—other than those listed on page 134—do you use? Swap lists with a 
classmate or two to add some new abbreviations to your note taking. 

5. How soon after class should you review your notes?
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6. Read these notes with abbreviations. What do they mean?

Mesopotamia 
 
 today aka: Syria, Iran, Iraq, Turkey
 past aka: Babylonia, Sumer, Akkadia

Assyria 
  
 many ∆s in rulers
 wanted b/c of location
  1. Tigris + Euphrates rivers imp. for trade
  2. fertile soil 
 ∆ —› wars over religion + laws

7. After examining the three methods of note taking—the informal outline, two column, and 
Cornell methods—name the advantages and disadvantages of each method. Is one method 
better suited to certain types of content? What do the methods have in common? Which do 
you prefer? Why? 
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8. Evaluate Jose’s notes below. What three pieces of advice would you give him to improve his 
notes?

Wrist and Forearm Rotation
 
Page 324

Rotating is moving back and forth from supination and pronation

Pronator Quadratus
Pronator Teres
Supinator

See Sakai

9. Look back at your notes for the last two weeks for two of your classes. Rate yourself on how 
well you did the following. Use a scale of 1 (needs significant improvement) to 5 (consistently 
performed well).

Class 1 Class 2

Noted specific details (who, what, when, where)

Noted big picture ideas (how and why)

Included white space

Paraphrased

Abbreviated

Included all of SOARS

Used a standard format (Cornell, Two Column, 
Informal Outline)

Reviewed your notes (summaries, questions,  
color-coding)
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